Comoz Blanc Vermouth de Chambéry			

Chambéry, FRANCE

Established in 1856, Comoz was the second-oldest
of Chambéry vermouth producers after Dolin, and
was perhaps the first to produce the crystal-clear
Blanc style. Introduced in 1881, Comoz Vermouth
Blanc expressed Claudius Comoz’s selection of wines,
plants and fruits, many of which come from the hills
above Chambéry. True to its historic character, Comoz Blanc is less sweet than other vermouth blanc,
with minimal vanilla—revealing notes of stone fruits,
alpine flowers and a deep, resonant undercurrent of
wormwood. Drink on the rocks with a twist, or mix
with gin, vodka, or blanco tequila.

Highlights
•

One of the two original Chambéry vermouth
producers; acclaimed as inventor of “blanc”

•

Significantly less sweet and less vanilla-forward
than other vermouth blanc, allowing a unique
botanical and textural profile.

•

Full-bodied with pronounced wormwood and
cherry-stem notes; deep botanic imprint from a
long maceration

•

The vermouth specified in the classic El Presidente cocktail from Cuba

•

Drink on the rocks with a twist, or mix with gin,
vodka, or blanco tequila

About Comoz

A R O M AT I Z E D
WINE
France

12 x 750 13274510003699

750 ml 3274 510 003692

16% Alc/Vol

Claudius Comoz was legendary in his tireless promotion of this new category. He commissioned famous
poster artwork, one example of which is featured
on the label. Production continued for four generations of the Comoz family. Today, Haus Alpenz and
Dolin revive this delicious and historically important
vermouth.
Comoz is acclaimed as the inventer of the “blanc”
style of vermouth. (Dolin preceded with a sweet pale,
rather than crystal clear, blanc vermouth.) It is semisweet and full-bodied with pronounced wormwood
and cherry notes.
As the only Chambéry Vermouth available in Cuba in
the early 20th century (as shown in the official Consul
de Cuba customs document below) Comoz is specified
in the famous El Presidente cocktail, whose recipe
was first published in 1924’s “Manual del Cantinero.”

The house of Comoz was established in 1856
by Jean-Pierre Comoz, becoming the second
vermouthier of Chambéry after Dolin (where
Jean-Pierre had been previously employed). In
1881, under the leadership of the son Claudius
Comoz, the house changed its production process
of pale vermouth and introduced the type ‘Vermouth Blanc.’ By the 1930s, when the Tribunal
de Chambéry applied for an appellation for its
vermouth, Noël Comoz (the grandson) had risen
to the president of the Union of Vermouthiers.
The house declined along with the vermouth
category in the late 20th century, closing its own
operations in 1981. Production continued under
contract for almost 20 years until disappearing
completely by the year 2000. Today, the original
recipe is produced by Dolin et Cie.

VERMOUTH comes from the German word for wormwood—vermut—recalling a Germanic tradition dating to the middle ages. Wormwood (artemisia absinthium) has a weedy, eucalyptus, intensely herbaceous character that attacks both the front and back palate. Infusing wine with wormwood in any meaningful
quantity imparts great herbaciousness and a bitter undertone. STORING: These are indeed wines, and fortification does not keep them from oxidizing and
losing their optimal taste. Because of their fresh wine bases, which by EU and US law must be a minimum of 75% wine, all aromatized wines are best kept
chilled once opened and used within 1 to 2 weeks of opening.
El Presidente

Savoie Spritz

Day Drinker

Roslyn

1.5 oz light rum
1.5 oz Comoz Blanc Vermouth
1 barspoon orange curaçao
1 barspoon grenadine

2 oz Comoz Blanc Vermouth
1 oz club soda
1 sliced strawberry

1.5 oz Comoz Blanc Vermouth
1 oz blanco tequila
0.25 oz grapefruit juice
3 drops celery bitters

1oz Comoz Blanc Vermouth
2 oz Hayman’s London Dry Gin
3 drops Pernod
3 drops rosewater

Stir with ice, strain into a double
rocks glass over a large ice cube.
Lemon twist, rosemary sprig

Stir over ice and strain into a
Nick and Nora glass. Lemon
twist, cocktail onion

Stir with ice, strain into a coupe,
orange twist

Build in a double-rocks glass with
ice, lemon twist and mint sprig
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